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Abstract
Scholars of Yorùbá literary criticism have not done much in the area of 

disability studies; therefore, there is a paucity of critical works on the repre-
sentation of people with disability in Yorùbá novels. This study is intended to 
fill the gap.  The objectives of the study, therefore, were to examine the rep-
resentation of fictional characters with disabilities in Oͅládèͅjoͅ Òkédìjí’s crime 
novels particularly Bínú ti rí and Àgbàlagbà Akàn; assess the message of the 
novelist, and the implications of those representations for the society within 
the social and charity models of disability theory. The findings of the study 
showed that Òkédìjí represents the blind and cognitively impaired persons in 
a positive manner through his modes of projected characterization. He iden-
tifies with the plights of a person with a disability, they are mostly victims of 
poverty, hunger, and crimes in the Post-colonial Nigerian society; and treats 
all the fictional characters with dignity and honor in line with Yorùbá thoughts 
and beliefs.  Òkédìjí rejects through his characterization technique and use of 
proverbs, the insidious kind of social categorization and stigmatization that 
carry with it a ‘devalued status’ for disabled people prevalent in the modern 
time as against the Yorùbá culture which regards those living with disability 
as ‘Eͅni-Òrìsà’ (offspring of the deity). The paper concluded that the message 
of the novelist about people with disabilities is that disability is not an element 
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of inability; there is ability in disability if society projects a positive image of 
people with disabilities.                 
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Introduction
In Yorùbá literary studies, critical works looking specifically at the subject 

of disability and /or disabled characters in literature are very recent unlike in 
the United States of America and Britain where disability studies are recog-
nized as fields of study in literature. According to Nasrullah (2018), disability 
studies began to emerge in the west in the late twentieth century because of the 
disability rights movement and the seminal works of a few scholars thus, it is 
a flourishing enterprise.   In the traditional Yorùbá society; oral literature such 
as folktales, (àlóͅ onítàn), Ifá literary corpus (eͅseͅ-ifá), praise poetry (oríkì), 
legends (`itàn akoͅni), myths (ìtàn ìwásͅèͅ) and incantations (oͅfòͅ), include peo-
ple with disabilities as heroes, heroines, and participants in their narratives 
but there is an apparent lack of engagement between Yorùbá novelists, schol-
ars, and those of children literature in the contemporary time. The approach 
of children’s literature can have a significant impact on the children reading 
it, whether they personally experienced disability or not; literature, according 
to Denman-west cited in Adeyemi (2013, p.88) ‘has proven to be an agent ca-
pable of influencing attitudes and acceptance of impairments’. 

The apparent lack of engagement between literary scholars and those of 
children’s literature neglects the needs of huge numbers of young readers 
whose ideas are formed by misinterpretations. Many of them will have to re-
negotiate their misunderstanding of the nature of disability later in order to 
successfully manage disability, whether their own or others’ private or pub-
lic life.  The current movement to include children, youths, and adults with 
disabilities into the mainstream society in politics, socio-economic and so-
cial life has not really been acknowledged by Yorùbá modern novelists, un-
like Nollywood filmmakers who include disabled characters in some of the 
social and Yorùbá metaphysical films such as Jimoh Aliu’s Àrélù, Fóͅpomóͅyòͅ 
and `Agbò Méjì among others. The paucity of scholarly criticism on disabil-
ity and disabled characters in Yorùbá written literature may be attributable to 
the unavailability of novels that include disabled characters as either the main 
hero/heroine or functional characters in their texts. While some of the novels 
of Fágúnwà such as Ògbójú Oͅdeͅ nínú Igbó Irúnmoͅlèͅ and Adììtú Olódùmarè 
among others make use of people with disabilities as background characters, 
modern Yorùbá social, historical, political, feminist, and crime novels do not 
make use of fictional characters with disabilities. Apart from Oͅdúnjoͅ’s Kúyèͅ 
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that makes Kúyèͅ, the deaf and dumb character the main hero of his fiction, 
leading Yorùbá novelists do not usually include people with disabilities as 
characters in their literary works.

One novelist that stands out in the comity of Yorùbá writers is Oládèͅjoͅ 
Òkédìjí, a literary icon, generally known for detective and thriller novels’ 
writing; he includes fictional characters with disabilities in two of his novels 
namely Bínú ti rí and Àgbàlagbà Àkàn.  This study attempts to answer the fol-
lowing questions: How disability is represented in the selected texts of Oͅládèͅ-
joͅ Òkédìjí? What message does it seem to deliver about disability and people 
with disabilities?  What are the implications of those representations for in-
dividuals in Nigerian society? The objectives of the study, therefore, were to 
examine the representation of fictional characters with disabilities in the se-
lected texts; assess the message of the novelist as portrayed in the mode of 
his characterization, and explicate the implications of those representations 
for individuals in society.     

The research methodology is descriptive.  It involves a critical reading 
and content analysis of the two texts purposively selected for the study.  The 
selection of the two texts is significant for two reasons. First, out of all the 
major novels written by Oͅládèͅjoͅ Òkédìjí such as Àjà ló leͅrù, Atótó Arére, Òpá 
Àgbéléká, Ògá ni Bùkólà, Ààrò Olómoge and Kárìn ká pòͅ,  the two selected 
novels have fictional characters with disabilities. No other novels of the author 
include characters with disabilities as either a hero/main character, functional 
or background characters.   Also to the best of my knowledge, the two texts 
have not been subjected to literary disability criticism even though Òkédìjí’s 
literary texts are popular among critics and lovers of Yorùbá novels; who have 
done extensive and scholarly works on Òkédìjí’s crime novels using other the-
oretical frameworks.

The academic value of this study would not only add to the few existing 
works on Yorùbá literary disability studies. It would shed luminous light on 
the representation of people with disabilities by one of the Yorùbá literary 
icons of the twentieth century who has just passed on to glory in 2019 and 
show the cultural perspectives and attitudes of the Yorùbá people to people 
with disabilities. It would also have social relevance, by changing the negative 
perception of post-colonial Yorùbá people who view people with disabilities 
with pity and as an unfortunate burden on society.

Disability Theories
In Yorùbá literary scholarship, not much has been done in the area of dis-

ability studies to the extent of formulating a particular theory of disability as 
we find in Britain, Russia, and the United States of America. The approaches 
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to disability studies tend to be eclectic, drawing from both our cultural and 
historical background and Britain and USA postulations.  There are many 
theories of disability in vogue, but we shall discuss just three of them in this 
study. The first one positions people with disabilities as welfare recipients. 
This is what Yeatman (2008) calls dependency theory. The dependency the-
ory is based on the medical, lay, and charity models of disability. The three 
models embody a worldview, which constructs disability around the notions 
of disputed degrees of impairment, feared states, and perceptions of disabil-
ity as a personal issue rather than a public responsibility (Fulcher, 1989). All 
three models, according to Newell (1998) undermine the status of people with 
a disability and support the notions of dependency.

Out of the three models of dependency theory, the medical model is the 
oldest and most popular among medical scientists. The model views a per-
son with a disability as a problem or a burden. Disabled people are regarded 
as people with permanent illness or injury that makes it difficult for them 
to use part of their body normally, thus, they need sustained medical care. 
Some of the assumptions of the medical model are disabled people need to 
be cured; they are sick and incapacitated; they need institutional care because 
they are not normal; and they are a burden to society. The medical model 
fails to look at the causes of exclusion or at the reasons for social barriers but 
rather attempts to ‘fit’ the person with a disability into the existing system. 
The lay discourse of disability emphasizes the ‘otherness’ of disability in that 
body ‘disabled’ are unfavorably contrasted against the ‘able-bodied’ (Fulcher, 
1989). The lay model is linked to the issue of fear that people have for people 
with disabilities and the discourse is focused on perceived ‘abnormal ‘  phys-
ical appearances.  The charity model defines people with disabilities as those 
needing help, who are objects of pity, personally tragic, dependent eternal chil-
dren, and low achievers by the ideal standard. 

Postcolonial theorists such as Synder and Mitchel (2006) reject the narra-
tives of dependency theory and the pity model. They advocate the decoloni-
zation of reading practices and offer an alternative model based on culture. 
Davidson (2008) asserts that (Post) colonial histories punctuated by disabling 
events such as war, population displacement, and civil unrest as well as ongo-
ing poverty. In such societies, disability may consequently be ‘as much about 
national and cultural power differentials as it is a matter of medicine and bod-
ies’ (p. 175). Quayson (2007) states that the main interest of scholars in this 
field has been to shift the discussion of disability away from the medical dis-
course that had dominated many discussions previously and to see disability 
from impairment but speak to the built and social environments that generate 
difficulties for people with disabilities. 
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    The rejection of dependency theory leads to the independency theory of 
disability. The independency theory of disability views people with disabil-
ity as individuals with civil rights of access and equity recognized. The inde-
pendency theory is based on the social model and the universal human rights 
model of disability. The social model insists that the discrimination against 
disabled persons has little to do with their disabilities but more to do with how 
society is constructed and organized. 

The social model recognizes the fact that disability affects every aspect 
of our lives, not just health. It shows the need to address disability at every 
level: social, economic, and political. People with disabilities have the right 
to enjoy their lives like their non-disabled friends and siblings. Some of the 
factors affecting people with disabilities in society are segregated education, 
inaccessible transport, poorly designed buildings, poverty, and discrimina-
tion. The model states that social and physical barriers, prejudice, and dis-
criminating practices further disable people. The Universal Human Rights 
model of Independency theory recognizes that persons with disabilities are 
entitled to enjoy the full range of internationally guaranteed rights and free-
dom without discrimination on the ground of disability. The various models 
of dependency and independency theories of disability emerge from the crit-
ical methodologies of the western, middle-class academic contexts, good, as 
they may be, some of the models lack attention to constructions of disability 
outside a western framework. Synder and Mitchel (2006) support this view 
when they assert that: 

The field needs to […] grow more in its critique (and less Eurocentric 
in its models). The future of the field depends upon its ability to take up 
this challenge in a way that does not replicate the global commodifica-
tion of other identities. This entails a thoroughgoing recognition that West-
ern-based methodologies have limited utility for apprehending disability in 
other cultural contexts (pp. 198-199).  

The message of these critics is that the application of disability theory from 
the perspective of western epistemology alone is not sufficient with the views 
of non-western countries. As noted by Adeyemi (2010) disability and people 
living with disabilities are viewed from two perspectives in Yorùbá society.  
The first view premised on the religion of the people. Òrìsͅà-ńlá is the sculp-
tor-divinity who has been given the prerogative by Olódùmarè to create as he 
chooses so that he makes a man of shapely or deformed features. The hunch-
back (abuké), the cripple (aroͅ), albino (àfín), the blind (afóͅjú), the mentally 
retarded (arìndìn) are regarded to be special marks of prerogative either as a 
manifestation of his displeasure at the breach of some taboo or to show that 
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he could do as he likes.  Thus, each person with a disability in this category 
is called Eͅni Òrìsͅà (ward of the divinity). The second view of disability is on 
the people who experience disability due to accidents or brought about by the 
victims. The Yorùbá people’s attitude towards those who have brought misfor-
tunes on themselves without the agency of the divinities is rather different.  In 
the Yorùbá pre-colonial society, those living with disabilities are not regarded 
as a tragedy or victims to be pitied. They are respected as special children of 
the gods. They are treated with respect and dignity because of the gods. It is a 
taboo to stigmatize, insult, or mock those with disabilities this is reflected in 
the following excerpts from incantations;

Aroͅ ni mí, woͅn Kì í bú mi
Aràrá ni mí, woͅn kì í nà mí
Abuké ni mí, eͅ má bà mí lókùn

(I am a lame person, no one dares rebuke me
I am a dwarf, no one dares beat me
I am a hunchback fellow, no one dares bind me)

Other verses from Ifá literary corpus place symbolic respect on disabled 
people e.g.

Òwòͅ, òͅwòͅ, òͅwòͅ
Òwòͅ kókó lá fi woͅgi
Òwòͅ Òrìsͅà la fi woͅ àfín
                        
(Honour,honour, honour
It is the honor due to the tree that is given ti its knot
It is the honor due to the divinity that is given to the albino).

By the virtue of the Yorùbá religious beliefs, taboos placed on the people 
against stigmatization or discrimination against those with disabilities, so the 
dependency theory particularly the medical model may not be adequate to 
handle the views and perspectives of the Yorùbá people regarding disability. 
This is because within the context of Yorùbá belief, disability goes beyond the 
realm of human beings and involves the active participation of Yorùbá deities, 
especially Òrìsͅà-ńlá  (Adegbindin, 2019). However, in this study disability 
models such as the social model and charity models are contextualized within 
the Yorùbá cultural purview to analyze the two selected texts.
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Brief Review of Existing Works on Yorùbá Literary 
Disability Criticism

The emergence of disability studies has given unprecedented visibility to 
the concerns of persons with disabilities in developed countries of the world. 
However, in most African countries, especially Nigeria, scholarly attention 
has not been given to the content of motives behind and social effects of the 
ways in which individuals with disabilities are represented in literature.  There 
are few critical works on Yorùbá literary disability studies. Most of the works 
on people living with disabilities are not related to Yorùbá literary criticism; 
see for example, Idowu (1967), and Jeje and Daramola (1967) among others. 

Other critical works on disability and disabled persons in Yorùbá studies 
come from the field of religion and philosophy. The latest of such works is 
Adegbindin (2019) entitled “Disability and Human Diversity: A Reinterpre-
tation of Eͅni-Òrìsͅà 1 Philosophy in Yorùbá Belief”. Adegbindin’s work ex-
amines and demonstrates the limitations of the medical and social models of 
disability within the context of Yorùbá belief.  His paper concludes that Òrìsàͅ-
ńlá does not mold ‘deformed’ or ‘abnormal’ human forms as a way of punish-
ing certain individuals rather, the deity molds aesthetically differing human 
forms to communicate his idea of normalcy in material terms. He cited rele-
vant data from ifá literary corpus and written poetry of Adebayoͅ Faleti, par-
ticularly Ìgbéyàwó kan ni `iletò mi, where Akande, the physically challenged, 
generous man is the hero.  Having a goiter that makes him feel shameful did 
not cause any stigma or ridicule even at his wedding. In Adegbindin’s view, 
the medical and the social models of disability theory are not capable enough 
to capture the conceptualization of disability and disabled people in Yorùbá 
society.  

Adéyeͅmí (2010) examines how selected Yorùbá novelists influenced by 
their social environment with regard to the representation of people with dis-
abilities. The paper analyses the literary work of J.F. Ọdunjọ especially Kúyẹ̀ 
and his representation of characters with disability within the Marxist so-
ciology of literature. The paper asserts that, Ọdunjọ creatively exposes and 
condemns all forms of discrimination against people with disabilities. The 
main character of his novel is Kúyẹ̀ the deaf and dumb, raised from Zero 
level to become a hero. He creates the ‘hero’ to challenge Nigerians to de-
velop positive mindsets towards people with disabilities in the post-colonial 
dispensation.         

Adéyeͅmí (2011) is entitled: ‘Disability and the disabled people in Yorùbá 
proverbs’ written in honor of Professor Oͅládélé Awobuluyi, the great icon 
of African Linguistics and Yorùbá studies. The Department of Linguistics 
and Languages, Adekunle Ajasin University published the paper. The paper 
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examines the positive and negative representations of people with disabilities 
in Yorùbá proverbs and concludes that in the traditional Yorùbá society, neg-
ative proverbs that underrate the dignity of people with disabilities are rarely 
used because the positive image held by the people on them increases their 
motivation to live a normal life. Adéyeͅmí (2013) seems to be the first book 
on Yorùbá literary disability criticism. The book covers an area of topics such 
as the place of children in Yorùbá society, people with disabilities in Yorùbá 
thoughts and beliefs, modern perspectives on disability and people living with 
disabilities representation of people with disabilities in Yorùbá oral litera-
ture particularly Ifá literary corpus, and folktales among others. In the text, 
Adéyeͅmí asserts that even though D.O.Fágúnwà’s novels provide an interpre-
tation of Yorùbá culture and civilization, which gives readers materials and 
ideas to reflect upon yet his representation of disability, has the coloration of 
stigmatization and discrimination. 

Fictional characters with Cognitive Disorder in 
Òkédìjí’s Bínú ti rí

Bínú ti rí is a collection of eight narratives, one of which is entitled: 
Àyínnìke where a character with a disability is the main character while abled 
persons are functional and background characters. The name given to the dis-
abled character is Móͅlà Owógidi. His nature of disability is cognitive disor-
der. He treks from one street to another, from one village to another. He does 
not beg for money but wherever he gets to, he amuses his audience with his 
illogical utterances. He is not violent but looks very untidy and unkempt. The 
narrator describes him as follows:

Wèrè òͅhún ló ń bòͅ ní tòótóͅ. Irun àtàrí rèͅ ran bójóbójó bi irun orí Dàda 
Èͅwù àkísà ló wòͅ sóͅrùn, ó ń sͅéͅjú pín, pín, pín bi kòkòrò tannátanná láléͅ, Ó 
ń réͅrìn ín àdárín, èͅrìn ìyàngì…(o.i.50)

(Truly the mad man is coming. The hairs on his head is weedy like the head 
of Dàda. He puts on the garment of rag. He blinks like a night insect. He 
laughs alone, useless laughs..)

He speaks the Yorùbá language but claims to be an Hausa man. Whenever 
he meets people and he is given money of higher denominations, he rejects 
and picks the coins. Akande who knows him very well narrates to Olúwoͅlé 
and few minutes later Móͅlà Owógidi appears. The following dialogue ensues:

“Móͅlà Owógidi”? Èmi lò ń ké sí ègͅbónͅ” mú kan níbèͅ, kó o rí nǹkan jeͅun”
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“O sͅé èͅgbóͅn. Ìsͅí.” Ó mú sílè kan, ó soͅ óͅ sápò sͅòkòtò, ó pèͅyìn dà (o.i. 53)
                    
(Móͅlà Owógidi!” “I am the one you are calling brother” “Take the one you 
like, for your food”. “Thank you brother.” He picks one shilling, keeps it 
in his pocket and goes away

In this episode, Akande and Oluwoͅle put down money in different denom-
inations- one shilling, ten kobos, ten pounds and fifty pounds, and ten naira 
and ask him to pick one. He picks one shilling out of them. The shilling coins 
are no longer in use in Nigeria rather it is naira and kobo. They expect him to 
pick either fifty naira or twenty but as usual, he picks the shilling coin, laughs 
joyfully, and walks away. Whenever they ask him why he is not picking the 
currency, he would say that the coin is real money. So the narrator asserts that 
the man is an ‘arìndìn’ imbecile and not really a mad person   Wèrè gidi mà 
sì kóͅ o, dìndìnrìn lásán ni; Orí rèͅ kò pé. Akíndanidání, arìndìn lásán ni. Wèrè 
yìí wá réͅrìn ín gidi, ó ní; Èmi ò féͅ owó bébà,owó gidi ni mo féͅ. Isì (o.i. 55) He 
is not a real mad man, he is just an imbecile. The mad man bursts into laugh-
ter, he says; ‘I don’t like your currency, it is the genuine money that I like).

The representation of a fictional character with disabilities in Bínú ti rí is 
not discriminatory either directly or indirectly.  The attitude of the society 
of the text is not negative toward the characters with disability.  Ezejideaku 
(2003, p. 167) notes, “The greatest obstacle to the person with a disability is 
the attitude of the society towards him. If society makes those with disability 
feel accepted, wanted, and loved, it will go a long way in alleviating the psy-
chological trauma that is inherent in disability”. Even though Móͅlà Owógidi 
is mentally impaired, he is cared for, accepted, and loved by the people. His 
inability to recognize the worth of currency over the coins does not lead to 
stigmatization or a special and insidious kind of social categorization, which 
carry with it, devalued status.  The novelist is however silent about the second 
fictional character named Dájúgbáu who is mentally impaired too. What the 
narrator says about him is that he is violent and can become injurious unlike 
Móͅlà Owógidi who is harmless and friendly.           

                                                   
Òkédìjí’s Projection of Characters with Disabilities in 

Àgbàlagbà Akàn
Àgbàlagbà  Akàn is the first crime novel published  in 1971 by the Long-

man Publishers has been reprinted many times. The storyline of the novel is 
simple and straightforward. The story starts with Lapade the main character, 
a retired police officer set to go back to his farm but could not go due to the 
high rate of crimes in Ibadan and its environs.  The police under the leadership 
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of Audu Karimu could not curtail the wave of criminal activities such as kid-
napping, stealing, armed robbery, drug peddling, planting of cannabis, and 
burglary among others.  Lapade and his close servant Tàfá Ìgìrìpá, decide to 
pursue the criminals, recover all the stolen materials, rescue the kidnapped 
people, and expose them.  In order to expose Oyeniyi Seriki, the ringleader of 
the gang in the Eͅgbéͅdá axis, Lapade disguises as a blind man from the North-
ern region of Nigeria as a beggar. Thus, in the novel, disability is projected in 
the sense of prediction-disability to be.

According to Sigmund and Anna Freud (1996), projection is an emotional 
defense mechanism, whereby one attributes one’s own negative or unaccept-
able thoughts and emotions to others. It is an act of thrusting or throwing 
forward, an act that causes an image to appear on a surface. It is a form of pro-
jected “otherness”.  Lapade the hero of the novel disguises himself as a blind 
old man, a destitute desperately looking for alms and help. He walks like a 
blind old man with a very dirty beggar’s calabash plate. He walks like a fam-
ished beggar in the town and the police officer on patrol in Idi-Aro gives alms 
until he escapes from the city and gets to Eͅgbéͅdá. 

He walks up to a shoemaker and seeks for directions to the house of Seriki 
(the criminal gang leader in the region).  Everyone in the town is afraid of Oy-
eniyi Seriki because he is the accredited head of the thieves of Eͅgbéͅdá.  The 
shoemaker shows compassion to the blind beggar, cautiously points, Seriki’s 
house but adds Sͅùgbóͅn má soͅ pé èmi ni mo tóͅka fún oͅ… kò sí eͅni tí ó lè bi ní 
gbogbo ilèͅ yìí kó nawóͅ ilé Seriki fún oͅ   (But do not say I am the one who has 
directed you to Seriki’s house. If you ask anyone in the whole of this town, 
no one will show his house). He gets to the house of the location where the 
criminals are having discussions on how to share the loot of their operation. 
The narrator says: Eͅnikan dìde, ó mú sílè kan, ó nà án sí Lápàdé. Lápàdé 
réͅrìn ín, ó dúró tandi ó sͅe bí afóͅjú. Onítòͅhún soͅ owó sínú igbá rèͅ, ó dún 
pòͅpòͅròͅpòͅ. Lápàdé foͅwóͅ tá inú igbá náà, ó mú sílè kan yìí Ó fi kan orí rèͅ….
(o.i 49) (Someone stood up, he took one shilling and offered it to Lápadé as 
alm, Lápàdé smiled. He stood erect; he posed like a blind man. That person 
dropped the money on the calabash plate and there was sound, Lápàdé took 
the money from the plate and touched his head with it).

The scene focuses on the humor of the representation of a body that does 
not fit. When we view an able-bodied character playing a person with a dis-
ability, we have the same experience of exaggeration and performance as 
when we view a man playing a woman. Just as modern society underrates 
disabled people and takes them for granted,” Lápàdé the blind man” in the 
episode gives a surprise package to the gang. He takes them by surprise and 
he uses his disability to project the strength of disabled people. Adenrele one 
of the gang members leads the blind old man to go out after he has given him 
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his alms but Lápàdé falls down because he could not see clearly. The follow-
ing scene ensues: 

 Nígbà tí ó kù díèͅ kí woͅn dé àgánrándì `ita, Lápàdé tún sͅubúlulèͅ kòbìtà. Ad-
enrele pòsͅé Ó ní “Tieͅ ti jéͅ, baba yìí? Bó o bá féͅ kú, o ò kóͅrísí ààtàn loͅ kú 
sí, kí o má déͅrùpa  eͅnikéͅni! Sí tièͅ já títì bó o bá féͅ kú. Eͅrú ìjoͅba lò ó dà ní 
títì. Bí o bá kú síhìnín, èmi lo féͅ dá wàhálà rèͅ sí lóͅrùn.” Adenrele tún bèͅrèͅ 
móͅlèͅ láti fà á gòkè. Òjijì ni Lápàdé soͅ´oͅ léͅsͅèͅéͅ lágbòͅn, tó tún ta á nípà á 
níkùn….. Ó kàn loͅ sílèͅ béͅèͅ ni, kò tilèͅ dura rárá…ó dákú (o.i.51)

(When they are about to get to the outdoors, Lápàdé falls down flatly, Ad-
enrele hissed the lament “what is wrong with you old man? If are about 
to die, go to the dung hills and die,and don’t be a burden to anyone here! 
Get to the road if you want to die. You will be government property. If you 
died here, you will put me into trouble. Adenrele tries to lift him suddenly; 
Lápàdé gives him an uppercut in his chin and a heavy kick on his stom-
ach…. He falls down and faints… (p. 51).

 At that time the other criminals are not aware, they are still debating on 
how to share their loot, which results in hot arguments and a serious fight. As 
they were fighting, Lápàdé the projected blind man snatches the bag of the 
disputed money, exposes the criminals to the police officers on parade, and es-
capes with the money.  In the episode, apart from Adenrele, another member 
of the gang stigmatizes the blind beggar. This is in line with the cultural and 
religious beliefs of the Yorùbá people that abhor discrimination or stigmatiza-
tion of people with disabilities. The statement of Adenrele to the beggar that 
‘go and die by the road and you will become the property of the government’ 
is a sad commentary on the changes brought about by colonialism on Yorùbá 
society and the negative perception of people living with a disability. Aden-
rele however died in the episode while the character with a disability survived. 

Another fictional character with a projected disability in Àgbàlagbà Akàn is 
Tàfá Ìgìrìpá oͅmoͅ Láwálé. He is physically strong but intellectually incapaci-
tated. He was once a criminal and now he hates crime. He becomes Lápàdé’s 
servant and follows him everywhere to expose crimes. He is bold and power-
ful but deficient in intellectual reasoning.  Òkédìjí uses an aspect from Yorùbá 
cultural pool of oríkì ìnagijeͅ (Cognomens) to depict him.  Tàfá Ìgìrìpá oͅmoͅ 
Láwálé is heartless and derives joy by inflicting pain on another person. His 
projection as a mentally disabled character is reflected in his below-average 
responses in dialogue and statements in the plot of the novel.  Mental disabil-
ity here means sub-average intellectual functioning. He has a strong body pos-
ture, and the tendency to burst into violent behavior is evident in how the ways 
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he treats captured criminals.  It is usually difficult for him to think on any 
matter, rather, he finds it easy to react to issues by action. He talks too much 
with no substance in most of his speeches especially when he is drunk. When-
ever Lápàdé asks for his advice, he is usually silent, because it is difficult for 
him when it comes to brainstorming but inflicting pain on others is easy, he is 
very strong and bold to face criminals and he is never afraid of Audu Karimu 
the Police head. His peculiar oríkì-ìnagijeͅ, which he himself loves to repeat, 
shows his physical acumen:

Èmi Tàfá Ìgìrìpá oͅkunrin ogun. Èmi Àjàó Àró oͅmoͅ Láwálé… Èmi ìjàǹbá 
ilé, ìjàǹbá òde, Ìjàǹbá oko, ìjàǹbá ojú-òͅnà, ìjàǹbá eͅgàn, ìjàǹbá ìgboro. Èmi 
eͅboͅra tíí jade lóͅsàn, èmi Eégún tí í jó lóru. Èmi lékèélékèé tí í fò lójò, èmi 
Sͅàngó tí í jà léͅèͅrùn. Èmi ni jàǹdùkú tí í na ìyá oníyà, o ku eͅni tí yóò na 
t`emi. Èmi òbúkoͅ dé òórùn dé…. (Àgbàlagbà Akàn, o.i. 84-85).

(I, Tàfá Ìgìrìpá, man of war. I, Àjàó Àró son of Láwálé…. I, mishap at 
home, a mishap outside, a mishap in the farm, a mishap on the road, a mis-
hap in the farm, a mishap in the bush, a mishap in the city. I, the spirit that 
walks in the day, I, the masquerade that dances at night, I, the cattle egret 
that flies in the rainy season. I, the god of thunder that strikes in the dry sea-
son.  I, the thug that flogs other people’s mothers who dare flog my own. I, 
the he-goat have arrived, bad odor is here…).

The cognomen of Tàfá Ìgìrìpá shows that only a pathological sadist could 
bear such names and descriptions. He has the desire to inflict physical pain on 
another person and derive joy from it. He has an impairment in interpersonal 
functioning. There is a lack of concern for the feelings or suffering of others 
in Tàfá Ìgìrìpá. He does not care or has concern for the feelings or problem of 
others. When Lápàdé asks him why he shows no remorse about the negative 
or harmful effects of his action on the dying man who escapes to Lápàdé’s 
house, the following dialogue ensues:

Tàfá, o jorí ahun ni? Àánú ènìyàn kì í sͅe óͅ ni? Béͅèͅ ni ìwoͅ náà kì í sͅigi…
Tàfá reͅ ohùn rèͅ sílèͅ, ó ní, Eͅ má bá mi wí òͅgá mi, ojú àánú mi ló ti fóͅ, tìkà 
ló kù si mi lágbárí. Ojú àánú mi ti jò dànù, o ku tìkà… o ku tìdéͅrù ba oͅmoͅ 
oͅlóͅmoͅ… (o.i. 8)

(Tàfá, why are you so heartless? You have no pity on anybody. You are not 
a tree yourself Tàfá lowered his voice, and said, master, do not vex. My 
eyes of compassion are blind It remains the eyes of a sadist. The eyes of 
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mercy have leaked; it remains wickedness, what I have now in my socket 
is wickedness, oppression, and terror against other people’s children)

Tàfá Ìgìrìpá manifests features of mental impairments in the way and man-
ner he treats other fictional characters in the novel.  Tàfá Ìgìrìpá appears ‘nor-
mal’ to people because his bodily configuration is not impaired, thus, with a 
hidden disability. This is what Davis (2005) calls ‘invisibility disability’ p. 
153.  She contends that the sort of stigmatization faced by persons with anom-
alous bodily configuration may not be different from that of those with invis-
ible disabilities.

In the novel, the projected fictional characters with disabilities are not vic-
tims of discrimination or pitied rather they rise up to make the abled people 
be victims, especially the thieves. The blind man is treated with respect by all 
other characters including the police officer and criminals; they give him alms 
in line with the tradition of “be your brother’s keeper” which has roots in the 
Yorùbá communal system. Even though the projected blind man is a Hausa 
man who comes from the Northern region, he is helped by the shoemaker to 
locate the abode of Seriki. The only person that victimizes the blind man in 
the narrative dies. The novelist succeeds in his representation of disabilities 
as another aspect of humanity that is ignored. In Yorùbá literary texts and it 
is helpful in a provoking discussion that can reduce the wrong perception of 
those living with disability, discrimination, and stigma they encounter, he tries 
to oppose in his mode of characterization  manifest in some of the  rhetorical 
devices, especially Yorùbá proverbs, which he uses, some of such proverbs 
are listed below;  

1. Adéͅtèͅ kó èͅpà, wóͅn ní kó dúró gba ènì, ó ní èyí tí òun fi owó rà, òun tíì ri 
oͅwóͅ kó o délé na o.i. 6. 

2. Abarapá ti gbogbo ènìyàn, òkùnrùn ti eͅni kan sͅosͅo o.i.10
3. Sͅé kí odi lè gbóͅròͅ la sͅe í soͅ óͅ nísͅojú oͅmoͅ rèͅ o.i. 11
4. Aroͅ tí ó ń mu òògùn ìyàgbé ͅni óͅ, wàhálà níí dá sílèͅ fún ara ilé rèͅ o.i.104
5. Àfàìmòͅ kóͅ ni ajá kò fi níí jeͅ òkú adití báyìí, Òun ló dífá fún adití tó dákú, 

tí akólòlò ń poͅfòͅ; Adéͅtèͅ ń wá abeͅféͅléͅ tí yóò fi sin in ní gbéͅréͅ; afóͅjú mú 
àdó lóͅwóͅ, ó féͅ roͅ òògùn sí i léͅnu. Baba àgbàlagbà akáyín da ataare séͅnu, 
ó ń jeͅ éͅ yóò tú u sí adití lójú kí ó lè tají. Aroͅ tó jókòó kalèͅ wá ń sunkún, ó 
ní kò sí eͅni tí yóò gbéͅlèͅ bí adití bá kú, àfi òun aroͅ yìí nìkan. N jéͅ àfàìmòͅ 
kóͅ ni ajá kò fi ni jeͅ òkú adití o.i.115
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1. A leper bought groundnut, he was asked to wait and get extra, he replied 
that the one he bought, he has no hand to carry them home;

2. The abled body belongs to all, but the disabled is on his own;
3. A message is related in the presence of his/her child, so that he/she can 

inform him/her;
4. The lame that is taking drugs to excrete with ease is creating troubles for 

his household;
5. It is likely that the dog will eat up the corpse of a deaf. This is divined for 

a deaf person that fainted, the stammered one is chanting an incantation, 
the leper is looking for a blade for incision; the blind holds a gourd of 
medicine to put in the mouth of the deaf. A toothless old man is chowing 
alligator pepper to pour it on the face of the deaf so that he can recover. 
The lame person who sat down bursts into tears, he said that if the deaf 
person died, he would be the only person to dig the grave. Is it not sure 
that the dog will eat the corpse of the deaf person] 

The above proverbs seem to reinforce negative stereotypes, which are not 
in line with the Yorùbá worldview on people with disabilities. The proverbs 
seem to represent them as pitiable, helpless, and voiceless, which reinforces 
the tenets of the medical model of disability. On the other hand, I do not think 
the writer intends to use proverbs to stigmatize those living with a disability. 
Known among Yorùbá writers as a specialist in the use of proverbs for aes-
thetic ornaments and symbolism.  Proverbs essentially deployed to portray the 
conditions of the people with disabilities in the post-colonial Yorùbá society 
in particular and Nigeria in general.  In most states in Nigeria, people with 
disabilities are treated as ‘pitiable receivers’ who are helpless and have to re-
ceive care and cures from able-bodied people for their survival.  The politi-
cal class remembers them during important festivals when donating food and 
materials following the tenets of the charity model to people with disabilities. 

Conclusion
  This paper has examined the representation of fictional characters with 

disabilities in two crime novels of Oͅládèͅjoͅ Òkédìjí namely Bínú ti rí and 
Àgbàlagbà Akàn. The novelist adopts the projection technique, naming, and 
physical description of characters as modes of description to represent those 
living with disability in the texts. The findings of the study showed that 
Òkédìjí represents the blind and cognitively impaired persons in a positive 
manner; he identifies with the plights of disabled people who are mostly vic-
tims of poverty, hunger, and crimes in the Post-colonial Nigerian society; and 
treats all the fictional characters with dignity and honor in line with Yorùbá 
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thoughts and beliefs. Òkédìjí rejects through his characterization technique 
and use of proverbs, the insidious kind of social categorization and stigmati-
zation, which carry with it a ‘devalued status’ for disabled people in the mod-
ern time as against the Yorùbá culture that regards those with a disability as 
‘Eͅni-Òrìsà’. The paper concluded that the message of the novelist is about 
people with disability, emphasizing that is not an element of inability and that 
there is ability in disability if society projects a positive image of those living 
with a disability.                 
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